microscopy are bounded by the laws of optics which tell us that resolution is a function of the wavelength of the radiation used for imaging and inversely proportional to the refractive index of the medium and lens. We have discussed in this space various ways which can and have been used to "circumvent" mother nature, by such tricks as not using lenses and employing scanning techniques instead in order to obtain images.
It turns out that there may yet be other useful "loopholes" in natural laws. Lefs for example consider the fact that the refractive index of a material is a measure of the interaction of photons with the matter they traverse. In that sense refraction is related to absorption, which occurs when materials interact so strongly with photons that the latter never emerge. The energy of the photon is used up in raising some of the electrons of the material from one level to a higher one. In a seminal experiment more than 10 years ago, Ugo Fano at the Univ. of Chicago showed that this absorption can be prevented (see reference   3 ). Using a laser beam of precisely the right energy he found that it is possible to "link" two high energy levels together. An incoming beam, which would normally be absorbed by raising some of the material's electrons to one of these levels now does not suffer this fate, because the linked levels interfere with each other's ability to absorb the photon. As a result the erstwhile absorbing material is now transparent. In recent years such quantum optical considerations have open further possibilities. Marian Scully of the Univ. of New Mexico and his collaborators 3 have proposed that materials of very high refractive index could be obtained which would be transparent by linking appropriate energy levels as just described, to produce a phase coherent atomic ensemble, dubbed "phaseonium". In collaboration with Ed Fry at the Houston Advanced Research Center, Scully is working on phaseanium and is banking on the fact that it will be the stuff from which microscope lenses will be made in the next century. Lets see, if N were doubled, with lambda remaining constant, the resolution would be doubled. The estimates 4 are that N could reach values of 10 or even 20, i.e. at least an order of magnitude better than what can be achieved today (N=1 5). If there were a concomitant increase in resolution, light microscopes built with phaseonium lenses might therefore be capable of resolving 10 nm, everything else remaining unchanged.
Phaseonium lenses, of course, are still a dream. Right now it is expected that they would consist of gas at a density of about one Ton". Assuming that the phaseonium gas is compatible with life it is possible to fantasize about carrying out studies of molecular processes at electron microscope resolution, in live cells. No more fixation, no vacuum, no damage by electron bombardment. Wait a minute say the skeptics, there are problems! Even if phaseonium lenses can be built, cells are 90% water and need to be bathed in an aqueous medium to survive. As a result researchers will be limited by the refractive index of water just as it is in the case of live cells with light microscopes today. To take advantage of the high refractive index one would have to use immersion in a homogeneous medium, in this case replacing the water with phaseonium. That probably means to fix the cells so one can remove the water with "minimal" damage. Maybe so. Of course the optimists might argue historically, recalling that early electron microscopists had to overcome the then commonly held view that exposure to an electron beam would turn specimens to useless cinders. Should phaseonium keep its promise in spite of potential difficulties, Charles Dickens's dream of a "gas microscope" would indeed have come true. How the dickens did he know? • 
